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Effects of loan guarantees on bank lending

Lending to firms important in 2020: cash-flow + uncertainty shock

▶ Loan guarantees used massively to stimulate lending

▶ Benefit: alleviate lending frictions

▶ Cost: opportunistic risk transfer on government

This paper: use micro-data from new European credit registry to
understand how guarantees affected which banks lend to which firms

▶ I learned a lot!

▶ Facts are clear, important question

▶ Great data, with three caveats: (i) 4 countries (ii) all guarantees
(iii) reporting threshold

▶ My suggestions: additional perspectives to increase impact
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Which frictions to alleviate?

Welfare analysis beyond scope of paper

Three big imperfections:

1. Credit crunch: weak banks not lending to solvent firms

2. Liquidity-driven defaults: no lending to illiquid but solvent firms

3. Default externalities: spillovers to households/other firms

Did guarantees helped weak banks lend?
What happened to weakest firms (not eligible)?
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Debt substitution: Central in US too

US implemented big support to credit markets

▶ PPP: smallest firms, big impact on loan repayments
[Chodorow-Reich et al. 2021]

▶ Corporate bond purchases: many issuers aggresively repaid
bank loans [Darmouni Siani, 2021]

▶ Main Street Lending: low take-up, but repayment of main credit
lines explicitly forbidden

Silver lining: limited increase in leverage

Note that loan repayments is only the strongest form of crowding out:

▶ Non-guaranteed loans could have been issued absent
intervention

▶ Potentially much larger than 10-15 cents
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Smaller comments

▶ Focus on total commitments: What about actual borrowing? In
the US draw-downs moved much more than commitments

▶ Sum stats: report number of banking relationships/main bank
share


